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Overview:
RCSA welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the Senate Select Committee on Job
Security. RCSA is the peak industry body for the recruitment and staffing industry in Australia,
representing more than 1200 individuals and businesses in recruitment and staffing, which includes
the labour and on-hire sectors.
While we do welcome this opportunity, we would also like to record our frustration and concern
around the language, design and inferred assumptions that apply to both the committee and the
inquiry. In the last decade, there have been a huge number of independent and parliamentary
inquiries into ‘insecure work’, national inquiries as well as specific State-based inquiries in Victoria,
the ACT, Queensland and in WA. The majority of those inquiries have specifically included labour
hire as a focal point within the inquiry scope. While this latest inquiry does not specifically cite
labour hire as a focus, the language and concepts promoted within the terms of reference for the
inquiry strongly reflect the same political and advocacy concepts that were the theme of those
previous inquiries.
Our observations from previous inquiries is that the bulk of concern expressed about ‘precarious’
and ‘insecure’ work tend to be rooted more strongly in ideological concept than they are in data or
evidence. As such, those inquiries have provided little more than a platform for vested interests to
espouse subjective viewpoints on what constitutes good or bad work, along with patriarchal or
dictatorial ideals about how people should work or want to work. At best, arguments reference a
small number of personal/individual case studies as evidence, while at worst they make sweeping
claims that not only have no basis in evidence, they actually run completely contrary to available
evidence.
The questions being explored by this committee are important but in no way comprehensive or
fulsome. For example, they fail to consider business security as a fundamental element of the
question around job security, despite that without businesses security there is no one to create jobs
and maintain employment stability in the first instance.
Worker preference and lifestyle choice is also a vital concept that is regularly overlooked by inquiries
similar to this one. RCSA’s experience has demonstrated that people engaged in casual work activity
with our members are engaged casually through preference. Indeed, less than 4% of longer-term
casual employees engaged by labour hire firms choose to convert their employment to permanent
despite award provisions enabling them to do so.

We need to understand and accept that the world of work has evolved significantly and continues to
change at pace. This change is not something that is driven by an external construct or ideal, but by
factors that include increasing globalisation and competition in business, variable economic
conditions, innovation, technology and, importantly, the changing lifestyle demands and preferences
of workers.
Any response to this shifting environment needs to first understand the drivers that created it. The
future employment environment must support the capacity of business to remain productive,
competitive and responsive in an increasingly global marketplace. It must also support workers’
choice to engage differently in the workforce than many in the generations preceding them have
done.
Failure to recognise and understand these drivers stifles innovation and ultimately constrains
employment growth in the long term.
If an historic labour market structure is no longer relevant because the environment has changed,
attempts to artificially reinforce a 50-year-old construct is an exercise in futility which will constrain
and stymie economic growth and undermine the quality and quantity of employment opportunities
in the longer term. Instead, the structure must adapt to harness the strengths of the shifting
environment to enhance innovation, productivity and jobs growth and to create and deliver
meaningful, stimulating work that supports people’s wellbeing.
Whilst it will be important to maintain employment protections for genuinely vulnerable workers it
is futile to attempt to engineer, via regulation, the retention of permanent full time employment as
the default work-type.
Australia’s capacity to continue to grow its job market and create employment opportunities for
people in the future will be determined by our ability to create a labour market environment that is
flexible and responsive to market demands. The rapidly growing diversity of the workforce means
the old standard ‘one size fits all’ approach is no longer relevant.
That said however, the sustainability and success of the labour market we create will rely heavily on
our capacity to ensure we have robust policy frameworks that ensure our most vulnerable workers
are protected as work to build an inclusive and sustainable job market that supports everyone who
works within it.
Indeed, how we continue to ensure we protect workers’ fundamental expectations and rights in
relation to conditions, fair pay and benefits within this context is one of the most important
challenges we face.
RCSA does not condone exploitation of any kind and we recognise the need to ensure that systems
exist to protect our most vulnerable workers. RCSA and its members have long campaigned for
mechanisms to identify and stamp out illegal behaviour and worker exploitation in both the labour
hire and broader employment sectors. We are committed to working with governments to strike the
right balance between flexibility and responsibility in the labour market.
Indeed, within its own industry RCSA has established StaffSure, a third party audited certification
program that makes it easy for businesses and governments to find and partner with reputable
workforce services providers in Australia.
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It is vital however, that measures adopted to protect vulnerable workers don’t unnecessarily stifle
innovation and flexibility by applying restrictive protective measures where they deliver little value
or are not required.
That said, it is equally vital that we acknowledge and protect the very real and vitally important role
that non-traditional and flexible labour plays within our economy. Beyond just providing support
for business to grow and create jobs, in many sectors it fills a need that cannot be met with a
permanent workforce. In health and care settings for example, facilities are extremely reliant on
contingent workforce to address unexpected or short term staffing needs, to meet surge
requirements and to provide special or particular services. Vaccine rollout for example, will rely
heavily on trained and work-ready contingent workers. If that workforce did not exist, the only
solution would be to limit or reduce other health services to reassign permanent workers to the
task.
The importance of access to non-permanent labour – not just for business growth and innovation
but also for service delivery, for major projects and for the stability of our community and healthcare
mechanisms – is something warrants acknowledgement and protection as part of these inquiry
processes.
RCSA is available to provide further evidence to the Committee during the hearing process.

Busting the myths
There are many myths that continue to persist in debate and discussion around concepts of ‘job
security’. RCSA would like to take this opportunity to provide data that clarifies the reality in
relation to these emotive, nebulous and constantly cited concepts.
The facts on ‘casualisation’
Attached to this submission (Appendix 1) is a slideshow summary of a presentation by Mark Wooden
examining HILDA data in relation to casual employment and ‘security’. That data demonstrates
clearly that:




Casual employment, as a proportion of the workforce, has not changed over the past 20
years.
The proportion of people working in labour hire and independent contracting between 2001
and 2017 actually declined
Contract, part time and labour hire work have been in existence for decades – they aren’t
new and they are definitely not growing as a proportion of the workforce.

The facts on ‘security’ of casual workers
Also attached to this submission (Appendix 2) is a paper by Jeff Borland of Melbourne University
from 2017 which provides relevant insights not only into the continued stability of casual
employment as a proportion of the workforce but also into the concept of ‘job security’ among
those workers.
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In relation to concepts of ‘work security’ it finds that




Since the early 1980s there has been an increase in the proportion of the workforce in long
duration jobs (10 years or more) and a decrease in the proportion of workers in jobs for less
than 12 months.
Workers themselves are feeling more ‘secure’ in their employment, with the proportion of
workers worried about the ‘security’ of their jobs decreasing over the past 15 years.

About Australian Job Agencies
Also known as labour hire or staffing agencies, job agencies employ people and assign them to work
for clients in almost every industry. They are specialist employers and workforce managers who are
critical to Australia’s economy.
Job agencies employ around 360,000 Australians. People employed by job agencies are
professionals, tradespeople, skilled and semi-skilled, they are young, old and middle-aged and they
are assigned to work for business, and government, across hundreds of different industries, ranging
from IT and engineering through to health and manufacturing.
The industries that are the greatest users of agency workforce are the professional, scientific and
tech sectors, followed by the banking and finance sectors. The construction and healthcare sectors
are the next largest users.
Australian Job Agencies / Labour Hire at a glance1

$28.7b
Revenue

358,800
People employed

360,000 Agency Workers - Where They Work
Other sectors and businesses - 22.3%
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
- 18.3%
Finance, banking and insurance - 17.5%

$20b

Construction - 10.6%

Wages paid

Healthcare - 10.3%

8,400

Manufacturing - 8.3%

Job Agencies

Government and Defence - 6.8%

1.25%

Mining, Energy and Utilities - 5.9%

Share of GDP

1

IBIS World data – May 2019
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For workers  For workers, agency work offers flexibility, making it possible for them to combine work with
study, family, travel or semi-retired or to transition back into the workforce from study,
parental leave or unemployment.
 The vast bulk of agency workers choose to work the way they do. The conversion rate of
agency workers into full or part time employment is extremely low (<4%).
We employ our people  Labour hire/agency workers are employees of staffing firms and as such, receive all benefits
and entitlements of employees, including superannuation and workers compensation. They
are paid in line with the NES, Awards and Enterprise Agreements, including penalty rates,
shift and weekend loadings
We pool work opportunities  Australian Job Agencies supply a large number of businesses and industry sectors. Working
through a job agency allows people to access and connect multiple work opportunities
through a single employer, providing greater work opportunity, stability and security than
exists for other direct-hire casual employees and freelance ‘gig workers’.
 Research conducted by RMIT found that 90% of agency workers remain in work for longer
than 12 months through back to back work opportunities.
Support for small business
Australian small businesses rely heavily on on-hire staffing for a range of functions. For example,
many small businesses use on-hire staffing to source flexible accounting or IT support as it allows
them staff to support the function without having to commit to a permanent or full time role if they
are not large enough to warrant it. Where it is most important to small business however, is during
the transition and growth phase. As businesses take on new projects, new clients or attempt new
lines of work, at the time the activity commences there is often uncertainty about the longevity of
new operations, the stability of the opportunity or the commitment of the client. On-hire staffing
allows small business to engage the labour it needs to trial or develop a line or service, and to grow
it with less risk.
Importance of non-traditional workforce in community care and support
The other area where agency workers play an enormously vital role is in supporting the stability and
reliability of the health and care support mechanisms that Australians rely upon.
Labour hire / on-hire staffing fills gaps, maintains service and care functions and provides surge
staffing needs across the entirety of Australia’s health and care structures. Without accessible,
qualified and ‘work ready’ teams of on-hire casual staff, Australia could not rely on its health and
care structures in the way we have come to take for granted. For example – if a childcare worker
calls in unwell, facilities will draw upon a vast support pool of appropriately trained, qualified and
certified casual workers to ensure staffing gaps are covered and they can continue to deliver
services. Without access to this workforce, facilities would be forced to send parents home with
their children, unable to provide care services because they can’t meet regulated staff/child ratios.
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The same goes for hospitals, health care, aged and disability care services. Even relief teaching in
education facilities. Staffing gaps in these areas can’t just be filled by any workers. Workers need
to be appropriately qualified or certified for the roles they undertake and available at short or next
to no notice to fill a gap.
No one gives significant thought to who is maintaining care and services in these industries when
permanent workers are not available as a result of sickness, leave or other reasons. The reason for
this is because it just happens….. and that’s both as it should be and as Australians expect it to be.
But if campaigns against casual and on-hire work undermine access and availability of these workers,
it will threaten the stability of these structures we rely so heavily upon.
Permanent staff can’t fill gaps or address surge work needs seamlessly. In the absence of available
casual labour, how would Australia have fared in meeting the surge workforce needs in aged care,
health and in vaccine delivery over the last 12 months ? Should historic campaigns against casual
labour in these industries been successful in eroding the availability of casual workers in these
sectors Australia’s capability for response to COVID 19 would have been completely undermined,
with dire outcomes.
The role of job agencies in keeping people working during covid and boosting recovery
Job agencies and labour hire were vital drivers of employment for Australia throughout COVID-19,
moving displaced workers from impacted sectors into areas of demand with speed and efficiency.
RCSA members alone connected more than 150,000 people with work between March and July
2020, during the height of the pandemic.
The agility of the sector in mobilising labour not only connects displaced workers with jobs, but also
provides governments and businesses with access to a vital workforce during critical periods of
need.
RCSA partnered with the Queensland Government to deliver the Jobs Finder Queensland program,
which connected people looking for work in Queensland with agency job search assistance. We also
partnered with the Federal Department of Health to deliver vital surge staffing services in the aged
care sector to supplement staff stood down as a result of COVID-19. Between June and August last
year, job agencies were able to deliver workers across more than 20,000 shifts to ensure vital
continuity of care for vulnerable aged care residents.
In addition to these important government partnerships, job agencies worked closely across multiple
industries and sectors to keep Australians working and to provide staffing for businesses to support
essential services and business continuity throughout COVID including:


Providing staffing for industrial and specialist works throughout the pandemic to support
food processing, warehousing and logistics in essential service industries



Supporting supermarkets to keep shelves full through additional stacking staff and increased
production in warehouses.



Finding additional qualified staff urgently to fill hospital and aged care staffing and support
positions.
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Finding workers for call centres to accommodate rapid on-shoring of customer service call
centre function and activity, as well as to meet increased consumer demand for up to date
information on COVID-19 or to services business client.



Providing support staffing for hospitals and medical facilities around check-in points at entry
and exits so that critical permanent workers could be returned to the wards and their
specialist fields rather than on check-in activity and contact tracing.



Mobilising workforce to meet surge demand for a range of frontline services related to the
COVID-19 response including clinics, quarantine hotels and emergency operations centres,
as well as clinical and support staff for hospitals and healthcare providers.



Working directly with some of the hardest hit industries and businesses to help their
displaced workers – including pilots, chefs and entertainment and retail workers - into
essential services jobs such as warehousing and logistics.



Working to support businesses with surge demands in logistics, warehousing, retail/grocery,
medical and care and call centres access large volumes of workers for surge needs
sometimes with less than 24 hours turnaround.

The value of our industry in moving workforce with speed and efficiency goes beyond just mobility
however, it drives job creation and boosts economic recovery.
A report2 released by FTI consulting in May last year found that labour hire and job agencies will be
vital to creating jobs and supporting business to accelerate economic recovery post COVID-19. It
estimated that the effectiveness of job agencies in mobilising Australia’s labour market would boost
the nation’s economic recovery by almost $1 billion and deliver around $200 million for government
in jobseeker savings and additional tax revenue from the extra jobs created.
The report drew on local and overseas experience and evidence to assess the role of labour hire and
the job agencies in accelerating economic recovery after severe downturn. It found that businesses
who draw on agency workers during challenging times are likely to accelerate more quickly out of
downturn than their competitors.
It highlighted the importance of flexibility for business, especially small and medium businesses, in
any decision to invest and employ after an economic shock. Evidence in the report showed that
businesses who access agency workers during downturn recover more quickly, which in turn
provides vital stimulus for the economy.
Job agencies and labour hire will be essential to accelerating economic recovery in Australia by
getting people into jobs and helping business grow. We support business confidence by helping
organisations flex up, flex down and across to meet changes in demand and to pivot to new lines of
business with minimal risk.

2

Leveraging Australia’s Agency Workforce to drive economic recovery, FTI consulting, 27 May 2020
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Support for workers
Australian Job Agencies are a vital partner for Australian workers when it comes to finding work,
transitioning across the labour market and being supported while in work.
Connecting people with work that works for them
 Australian Job Agencies supply a large number of businesses and industry sectors. Working
through a job agency allows people to access and connect multiple work opportunities
through a single employer, providing greater work opportunity, stability and security than
exists for other direct-hire casual employees and freelance ‘gig workers’.


Research conducted by RMIT found that 90% of agency workers remain in work for longer
than 12 months through back to back work opportunities.

Higher pay and better workplace protections
 Research from Melbourne University in 2019 found that workers employed through
Australian Job Agencies are paid more than directly hired permanent employees, directly
hired fixed term contract employees and directly hired casual workers.


Australian Job Agencies provide their workforce with all the protections inherent in
workplace laws including the Fair Work Act, Modern Awards, Work Health and Safety,
Worker’s compensation, long service leave and anti-discrimination. These protections are
not provided to the majority of gig-economy workers matched to work through freelance
platforms.

Creating pathways to work and helping people transition
 Australian Job Agencies are largest employers of Australian job seekers. Job Active data
between July 2015 and May 2018 showed that 14 of the top 20 employers of job seekers are
Australian Job Agencies, accounting for 65% of job placements from those employers over
the period.


Historical data shows that Australian Job Agencies are responsible for placing 13% of
Australia’s unemployed workers into new jobs. There is significant potential upside in this
figure however, with Job Agencies in Germany accounting for placement of around 30 per
cent of its unemployed workers.



Australian Job Agencies provide a transition pathway from unemployment to permanent
work for many Australians. They also provide vital transition pathways for young people
into the workforce, for parents or carers wanting to transition back into the workforce after
a period away, or for people who are looking to transition to retirement.



University of Melbourne research from 2001-2010 suggests that 38% of agency workers
transition to permanent employment within a year of working in agency work, while after 10
years some 56% will have moved to permanent employment, with only 4% continuing to
work through Australian Job Agencies after that period.
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Support for business to recover, grow and invest
Australian Job Agencies are a vital partner for Australian business in building confidence, enhancing
flexibility and agility and stimulating investment and growth. This has never been more important
than right now, as Australian businesses struggle to recover from the impacts of COVID-19.
Supporting investment, opportunity and agility in challenging times


A 2020 research survey by the Australian Human Resource Institute (AHRI) found the two
most important reasons business engage Australian Job Agencies were to adapt their
workforce to flexible business conditions and operational requirements (26.4%) and to meet
specific project requirements (25.2%)



In research conducted by RMIT, the reasons businesses gave for accessing an agency
workforce were for additional staff resourcing (30%), to cover in-house absences (17%), to
reduce the administrative burden of employment (17%) and to overcome skill shortages
(9%). The same research found that only 2% of businesses surveyed said they engaged
agency workers to reduce cost.

Making jobs, not just filling jobs
 2020 research by AHRI found that 61% of private sector businesses increased their capacity
to grow by engaging the agency workforce.


That same survey found that businesses were unlikely to replace hours worked by agency
workers with permanent employees if those agency workers could no longer be used
(44.7%).



In research conducted by RMIT, more than 50% of businesses said they would not employ an
equivalent amount of workers directly if agency workers were not an option.

Speedier recovery from downturn


Evidence shows business is reluctant to commit to permanent recruitment unless they are
confident the economy is stable and market conditions are improving. An agency workforce
allows business to expand incrementally as conditions improve, and more quickly than they
could without access to an agency workforce.



Businesses who use Australian Job Agencies accelerate faster out of downturn. A study in
Germany in 2009-10 found that businesses who used Australian Job Agencies in recovery
recorded revenue growth a full five per cent higher than those who did not.



In Australia, the employment rebound after the 1990’s recession was led by part-time work,
which suggests an appetite for more flexible forms of employment during times of economic
uncertainty
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Supporting community and economy
Keeping the wheels turning and the care coming


Australian Job Agencies provide critical qualified and skilled workers that allow Australian
businesses to maintain services, schedules and care delivery when permanent employees
are unable to do so.



In aged care, childcare and the health sector, Australian Job Agencies provide qualified and
credentialed staff at short notice to ensure that our community’s care needs can continue to
be met when the permanent workforce is unable to perform a function due to surge
demand, illness, annual leave or for other reasons.



Many small businesses are not in a position to engage permanent employees for some adhoc, irregular functions. Access to the agency workforce allows small business to engage
workers to support vital tasks, projects and irregular needs to support their growth and their
ability to take advantage of growth opportunities.

Mobilising & skilling the workforce


Occupational mobility and access to a transferrable skilled labour force are essential for
Australia’s global competitiveness, technological advancement and economic growth.
Australian Job Agencies provide vital support for the effective and efficient procurement of
skilled labour across sectors.



Australian Job Agencies help drive transferable skills from one industry to another. A good
example of this is in the medical field where locum doctors are placed in different specialist
fields, as well as in STEM specialties, where skills are productive and transferable across
multiple industries.



Australian Job Agencies also provide vital support for emerging industries where a workready labour force does not exist. They provide a mechanism to source skilled labour from
other industries.



The ability of Australian Job Agencies to assist older Australians find flexible work as they
reduce their work hours in transition to retirement, will be vital to supporting skills sharing
and retention across the workforce.



Response to COVID-19 has seen a significant increase in job agency activity in rapid
retraining and deployment, where labour from declining sectors is retrained and deployed
into demand sectors.

Supporting economic recovery


The ability of Australian Job Agencies to respond swiftly to changes in labour markets and
efficiently source and place labour, means they are uniquely positioned to make a
substantial contribution to the economy, especially in recovery post downturn.
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An economic impact study from FTI consulting found that using Australian Job Agencies to
support displaced workers and business in the early stages of economic recovery will
stimulate additional production of almost $1billion throughout the course of Australia’s
recovery from the COVID-19 downturn.



FTI consulting estimates that the work of Australian Job Agencies will deliver an additional
$200 million to Australia’s budget position through reduced Jobseeker payments and
increased tax revenues.

Independent contracting
RCSA members predominantly employ workers directly and use of contract labour is not the
predominant form of engagement in the on-hire sector in Australia. That said, our members who
operate in the on-hire sector have vast and deep experience in the flexible labour market and are
experienced and familiar with trends, activity and operation of contract labour within it.
On-hire labour in Australia is predominantly employed casually, with a small proportion of
employees engaged permanently with on-hire firms and working across multiple host sites. The
exception to this is in sectors such as IT and General Medical Practice (GPs) or in executive-level
white collar placements, where sometimes workers will negotiate their engagement with staffing
firms as independent contractors. The experience in the labour and on-hire sectors in Australia
when it comes to employing independent contractors is that in the vast majority of cases it is
workers themselves who direct engagement as an independent contractor rather than an as an
employee. In simple terms, in the labour hire sector, contract employment tends to represent high
end, high income individuals with significant levels of demand and bargaining power that allow them
to set the terms of employment in a way that works best for them.
Outside of that direct experience however, RCSA does agree there are pockets of vulnerability within
the independent contracting sector which have resulted in unacceptable exploitation of workers
who are not in a position of power in their relationship with their employer.
RCSA acknowledges that, in the area of independent contracting, the greatest challenge to
successfully addressing vulnerability and exploitation is in navigating the grey areas that have clearly
been identified in inquiries into the on-demand workforce or ‘sham’ contracting historically.
The reason it presents such a challenge is because of the ease with which many genuine
independent contractors can be impacted by incorrectly placing a safety net within that grey area.
The implications for casting the net too wide are significant, both for business and workers
themselves. Business, because they rely on responsible and genuine flexible independent contract
working arrangements to support innovation, growth and global competitiveness. Workers, because
the majority of independent contracting arrangements are driven by workers’ preference because of
the flexibility, choice and freedom they provide. Adding to the challenge is the fact that within a
large sea of independent contracting arrangements, the very real areas of concern for vulnerable
workers who are suffering exploitative practices by rogue employers are isolated and by no means
broad ranging. There is very little evidence available to suggest that these sorts of practices – while
of significant concern – are in any way wide-ranging or prevalent. For that reason, it is extremely
important that any solution or change is not broad-reaching in its application, to ensure that it
doesn’t result in vast negative consequences for both business and workers, while failing to assist in
identification and enforcement in any meaningful way.
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Put simply, it is important that any solution fits the problem, and that it doesn’t cause a raft of new
ones.
Many independent contracting tests that exist around dependence and integration are insufficient
and ineffective in navigating this grey area without an income overlay. We don’t believe they
demonstrate a sophisticated understanding of the independent contractor workforce in their own
right.
For example, a significant proportion of the IT and digital workforce is engaged through independent
contracting arrangements. This scenario has largely been driven by IT and digital sector workers’
preference to engage in this way due to the flexibility and income potential it affords them. It is not
a form of independent contracting arrangement that has come under any form of scrutiny from an
exploitation perspective. Nonetheless, on the basis of the nature of their work (often integrated in a
business) and their reliance on a single source of income (ie: they have only one client), this scenario
could readily find itself captured by the more simplistic tests.
We need to remember the focus of this activity is exploitation, not concern around people’s choice
to work in a non-permanent way.
To that end, RCSA believes the most important primary test to apply when navigating grey areas of
independent contracting relates to income. We know the greatest areas of vulnerability and poor
treatment of workers exist where a business applies pressure to employees to engage as
independent contractors as a means of evading minimum wage and entitlement obligations.
Minimum wage and entitlement obligations exist to provide a ‘floor’ for workers in relation to the
value of their engagement. In scenarios where independent contractors are engaging within income
scales which would equate to them being above minimum wage and entitlement arrangements,
we don’t believe there is a role for any further regulation or activity for government. Indeed, RCSA
believes interrogating such arrangements misdirects and wastes valuable investigation and
enforcement resources that are much more effectively deployed in areas of genuine risk.
To that end, we believe a triage tool based on income should be the primary test in assessing risk of
exploitation and vulnerability within independent contracting arrangements. We believe that would
provide a far more effective starting point for gross triage of risk and targeting of investigation and
enforcement resources.
Gig economy
Today’s work laws and structures must cover more than traditional ‘non-standard work’ such as
fixed-term, part-time contractors, seasonal or agency work. They must cover situations such as ondemand, on-call, causal, intermittent, project contracts, job-sharing, gig-work, pooling of workers
and crowd-sourcing.
The rapid growth of the online freelance platform environment has presented a new level of
challenge and consideration when responding to these types questions.
The rise of the platform or ‘gig’ economy has reignited the age old debate around the role,
protections and obligations of freelancers. By creating new and growing opportunities for
freelancers it has further complicated the distinction between freelancing and employment.
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From RCSA’s perspective, it is the ‘job matching’ services as opposed to the ‘job placement’ services
that we refer to when discussing the on-demand workforce.
Like all of the evolution in our labour markets, the emergence of platforms has not been driven by
regulatory or policy construct. Their popularity is a response to changing consumer behaviours,
especially with respect to the eating habits, shopping habits, lifestyle and leisure activities.
But on-demand platform based work has had a significant impact on work, especially with respect to
the way in which workers are sought and engaged.
In public dialogue this confusion around distinction has caused many to lump a wide variety of
flexible work arrangements such as on-hire agency work, contracting work and platform based gig
economy work together as a single consideration under umbrella terms such as ‘non-permanent’,
‘flexible’,’ temporary’ or the politically motivated ‘insecure’ work.
Unfortunately, this broad terminology fails to identify recognise the significant differences between
the many forms of work that it represents. Even simply referring to ‘online staffing’ encompasses
multiple forms of employment.
But in operation, the difference between online staffing firms and online freelance platforms is very
distinct.
In considering the impact and challenge of change caused by the growth of the gig economy we first
need to be clear on what we are talking about.
Online staffing firms employ workers under the Fair Work Act and on-hire them to work for clients.
A number of RCSA members offer online platforms which operate as online staffing firms. These
arrangements maintain an employment relationship within a tripartite structure - workers are onhired to a host and are granted NES and modern award obligations as well as any applicable
obligations under law.
Online freelance platforms on the other hand, simply match independent contractors to work. That
work has traditionally involved predominantly low-skilled activity but can include all forms of work,
both high and low skilled, and blue and white collar.
Despite the distinct difference in approach and construct, the evolution of technology and the
labour market has blurred the lines between the two forms of engagement and resulted in a lack of
understanding of the difference for many people sourcing labour.
For many users of workplace services, online freelance platforms exist in a very similar space to
online staffing firms within the marketplace. The conditions under which they operate however,
and the protections which exist for workers under the two models are miles apart.
Whilst on-demand work has had a positive impact for some skilled workers in industries with high
levels of human capital and professionalism, it exposes many vulnerable workers engaged in lowskilled work to significant risk.
Online platforms operators define themselves as little more than a marketplace which matches
workers and particular tasks, and argue they have no employment relationship with the workers
who perform those tasks. This relationship is not always clear to the end user however, who often
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engage platform matching services without considering the employment relationship they are
engaging in or assuming a relationship that doesn’t exist.
The grey nature of the relationship makes it difficult to determine responsibilities of the parties with
respect to major issues such as worker health and safety and NES obligations. It also makes it very
difficult for parties themselves to undertake a fair and accurate assessment of risk in terms of a work
assignment at hand.
Under these arrangements, workers, especially vulnerable ones, may be more exposed to accepting
and carrying out work that is poorly rewarded or may pose a hazard to themselves and others.
It is these environments that pose a growing risk to vulnerable workers who don’t have any
assistance to the social protections and employment protections that exist in an employment
relationship.
It is in this capacity that the role of the human intermediary, over the technological
intermediary (platform) will become increasingly important for workers as the labour market
evolves.
Online platforms view themselves as disrupters of established supply chains, akin to social media
platforms that have disrupted and transformed the media and advertising industry. In the labour
market, these platforms have certainly succeeded in disrupting many of the regulatory and policy
frameworks designed to protect our most vulnerable workers.
This distortion has created an uneven playing field in the marketplace, making labour sourced
through these platforms cheaper than that sourced through staffing agencies, who meet worker
protections and standards under the NES and modern awards.
Platform workers are often, irrespective of skill level and market bargaining power, deemed
independent contractors and therefore not required to be protected in the same manner. These
workers are left to their own devices, to cope with negotiating the terms of their pay and conditions
through to managing workplace disputes and meeting health and safety, tax and superannuation
obligation. This exposes many workers to significant risk and personal exposure in the work they
undertake. Evidence of cohorts of underinsured freelancers operating in certain industries has the
potential for devastating impact for those workers should their engagement not run smoothly.
Indeed, the growth of the independent contractor workforce, especially in low skilled occupations
where the worker has little power to negotiate fair terms, is creating a significant degree of risk
throughout the labour market.
There are examples in the insurance area, where a freelance platform worker operating in the food
delivery space or in the ride share space may inaccurately assess his or her current vehicle insurance
policy limited for private use by the insurer as adequate for the purpose of work accepted via a
platform, when in reality the insurer may consider such activities as commercial purposes and hence
exclude liability, leaving the worker exposed to an unanticipated degree of risk.
On the other hand, an employer who engages a worker via a freelance platform may fail to
understand the due diligence requirements for safety of that worker at their premise. If that worker
is subsequently found not to be a genuine contractor, the liability may sit with an unsuspecting
employer whose premises may not be adequately covered by an insurance policy.
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Whilst insurance markets may eventually adjust to changing risk dynamics, it leaves workers and
society at large open to an additional layer of risk in the interim.
Both staffing agencies and online staffing firms, a sizable proportion of which are RCSA members,
have been providing responsible people procurement services to all Australian industries in all States
and Territories well before the emergency of freelance platforms. In provision of those services,
these firms adhere to a the full range of social protections (WH&S, NES and Award) offered to
Australian workers whist also adhering to all laws and regulations.
The complexity of workplace law only exacerbates the conditions that drive demand for the ondemand workforce, with small businesses in particular increasingly outsourcing the risk and
administrative burden that comes with direct employment through engaging platform workers.
Greater uncertainly and competition for business also drives demand in to these types of platforms
and services. Increasingly dynamic business environments are leading to some organisations to
explore platform-based job matching sites find workers to cover fluctuations in demand as a less
expensive and less heavily regulated alternative to conventional on-hire workers.
These businesses and consumers are possibly unaware of the legal relationship that exists between
the platform and the workers, or the worker and the business. Hence, the false-perception of a
legally grounded relationship between worker and the platform could be major driver of businesses
and consumers seeking services from workers on platforms.
Moreover, the lower transaction costs and the perceived removal of employer obligations combine
to make platform based work solutions increasingly appealing business, especially in an uncertain
economic climate. Traditionally, these employment gaps in the business cycle were filled by staffing
agencies that maintain obligations and responsibilities to workers, not only as specified in the NES
and on modern awards, but also in relation to taxation, worker health and safety and other
obligations under law.
Although the impact of this skewed playing field is may be negligible as far as high skilled workers
are concerned, low skilled workers have the capacity to be significantly exposed in this platform
environment.
Policy makers must avoid creating two separate systems of dependant workers. RCSA believes all
lower skilled and lower income workers in dependent relationships must be protected under law in
line with the regulatory framework that staffing agencies and online staffing agencies adhere to
when placing workers.
To require different regulatory obligations for online platforms and staffing agencies – particularly in
lower income job environments – actively impacts the market’s competitive environment whilst
exposing many workers to greater risk and less protection. RCSA supports exploration of
opportunities to better align the regulatory obligations for workers’ social protection across both
forms of engagement.
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About RCSA
RCSA is the peak industry body for recruitment, staffing and workforce solutions in Australia and
New Zealand representing over 3,000 Corporate and Individual Members.
RCSA promotes and facilitates professional practice within the recruitment and staffing industry. It
sets the benchmark for industry standards through representation, education, research and business
advisory support to our member organisations and accredited professionals who are bound by the
ACCC authorised RCSA Code for Professional Conduct through membership.
RCSA is a proud member of the World Employment Confederation, the voice of the recruitment and
staffing industry across 50 countries, and the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
Australia’s largest and most representative business network.
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Motivation
• Insecure forms of work seen as a
problem for workers.
• Widely believed to be on the rise.
• But does evidence support the
rhetoric?
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What sort of jobs are we talking about?
Casual employees
In theory:
• No commitment to continuity of employment
• No commitment to number of hours / days worked.

Fixed-term contract employees
• Tenure is limited

Self-employed
• Income insecurity
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Little change in last two decades

Source: HILDA Survey Release 18.
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Casual

Self-employed

Casual share rose in 1980s / 1990s
% of employees without leave entitlements, Australia 1984 to 2020
30

Excl OMIEs

28

Incl OMIEs

26
24
22

% 20
18
16
14
12
10

Year (August)

Sources: Australia Bureau of Statistics – Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, Quarterly (ABS cat. no. 6291.0.55.003); Characteristics of Employment, Australia (ABS cat. no.
6333.0); Employee Earnings, Benefits and Trade Union Membership, Australia (ABS cat. no. 6310.0); Australian Labour Market Statistics, October 2004 (ABS
cat. no. 6105.0); Trade Union Members, Australia, August 1996 (ABS cat. no. 6325.0); Weekly Earnings of Employees (Distribution), Australia (ABS cat. no.
6310.0); Employment Benefits, Australia (ABS cat, no. 6334.0). Dawkins and Norris (1990).
Note:
Figure for 2020 is for May.
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Casual share rose in 1980s / 1990s
(but look at 2020)

% of employees without leave entitlements, Australia 1984 to 2020
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Sources: Australia Bureau of Statistics – Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, Quarterly (ABS cat. no. 6291.0.55.003); Characteristics of Employment, Australia (ABS cat. no.
6333.0); Employee Earnings, Benefits and Trade Union Membership, Australia (ABS cat. no. 6310.0); Australian Labour Market Statistics, October 2004 (ABS
cat. no. 6105.0); Trade Union Members, Australia, August 1996 (ABS cat. no. 6325.0); Weekly Earnings of Employees (Distribution), Australia (ABS cat. no.
6310.0); Employment Benefits, Australia (ABS cat, no. 6334.0). Dawkins and Norris (1990).
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Do insecure forms of work = bad jobs?
• Job satisfaction (Buddelmeyer et al Ind Rel 2015)
• Work-related training (McVicar et al BJIR 2016)
• Health outcomes (Hahn et al OEM 2020)
• Wage outcomes (Laß & Wooden BJIR 2019, AuER 2020; Mooi-Reci & Wooden Hum Rel
2017)
• Work-life balance (Laß & Wooden JFR 2020)
• Household incomes (Laß & Wooden SIR 2020)
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Insecure forms of work and job satisfaction
Mean overall job satisfaction scores (0-10) scale, by employment type, 2018
Permanent

Casual

Fixed-term

Self-employed

All employed

Men
Total

7.58

7.65

7.56

7.87

7.63

Excl FT students

7.58

7.65

7.44

7.87

7.62

Prime-age (25-54 yrs)

7.53

7.73

7.19

7.84

7.57

Total

7.66

7.77

7.76

8.18

7.74

Excl FT students

7.67

7.77

7.65

8.16

7.73

Prime-age (25-54 yrs)

7.63

7.69

7.58

8.08

7.67

Women

Source: HILDA Survey Release 18.
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Are workers in insecure jobs less healthy?
Coefficients from dynamic correlated random effects models
(Outcomes are the SF36 subscales)
MEN

Casual

Fixed-term

Self-employed

Physical Functioning

0.55

-0.36

-0.03

Role-Physical

1.15*

0.68

-0.28

Bodily Pain

0.37

-0.14

-0.43

General Health

0.44

0.00

-0.04

Vitality

0.53

-0.02

0.51

Social Functioning

1.00*

0.25

0.18

Role-Emotional

1.81*

0.47

-0.93

Mental Health

0.38

0.02

-0.16

Source: Hahn M, McVicar D, Wooden M (forthcoming). Occupational & Environmental Medicine (using data from HILDA Survey R18).
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Are workers in insecure jobs less healthy?
Coefficients from dynamic correlated random effects models
(Outcomes are the SF36 subscales)
WOMEN

Casual

Fixed-term

Self-employed

Physical Functioning

0.27

0.19

0.32

Role-Physical

1.79*

1.75*

0.78

Bodily Pain

0.90*

0.43

0.60

General Health

0.41

0.07

0.46

Vitality

0.65*

0.48

0.48

Social Functioning

0.58

0.83*

0.71

Role-Emotional

1.24*

1.20*

0.46

Mental Health

-0.04

0.17

-0.06

Source: Hahn M, McVicar D, Wooden M (forthcoming). Occupational & Environmental Medicine (using data from HILDA Survey R18).
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Should casual employment be prohibited?
 Would former casuals be:
•
•
•
•

more satisfied with their jobs?
less likely to be underpaid?
more likely to access promotions and career trajectories?
less likely to lose their jobs in a recession?

 A reduction in employment rates?
 Right to request conversion to permanent
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What about contractors and gig workers?
 Report of Vic Govt Inquiry into On-demand Work
• Codify work status within Fair Work Act
• Will this resolve uncertainty?
• Will it make workers better off?

• Gig work still a marginal issue (McDonald et al 2019)
• 7.1% of Australians did some digital platform work in 12-month period
• For 2.6% (of the 7.1%) it is a FT job.
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Do casuals really earn a wage premium?
Estimated wage differentials (%)
Sex
Men

Women

Employment
type

OLS
(at mean)

UQR (percentile)
5th

10th

25th

50th

75th

90th

95th

Fixed-term

+1.3*

-4.0*

+0.5

+0.6

+0.2

+2.8**

+4.7**

+6.2*

Casual

+4.7**

-1.7

+1.0

+4.7**

+3.4**

+5.8**

+9.6**

+10.4**

Fixed-term

+0.6

+0.0

+2.6**

+1.5*

+1.4*

-1.5

+0.6

+4.1*

Casual

+5.1**

-10.8**

-1.7

+3.1**

+4.9**

+7.9**

+13.0**

+20.1**

Notes:

** and * denote statistical significance at 0.01 and 0.05 levels, respectively.
1. Differentials derived from 100*(exp(b)-1).
2. Reference category is permanent employment.
3. All models include extensive list of controls plus individual-specific fixed effects.
4. Models estimated with bootstrapped SEs or, in case of UQR models, with clustered-bootstrapped SEs.

Data:

HILDA Survey data release 15 (2001 to 2015).

Source:

Laß I & Wooden M. 2019. The structure of the wage gap for temporary workers: evidence from Australian panel data. British Journal of Industrial
Relations 57(3), September, 453-478.
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